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FICTION
THE CARTOGRAPHERS BY PENG SHEPHERD

(PICKED BY SLH)

Nell Young’s whole life and greatest passion is cartography. Her father, Dr. Daniel Young, is a
legend in the field and Nell’s personal hero. But she hasn’t seen or spoken to him ever since he
cruelly fired her and destroyed her reputation after an argument over an old, cheap gas station
highway map. When Dr. Young is found dead in his office at the New York Public Library, with
the very same seemingly worthless map hidden in his desk, Nell can’t resist investigating. To
her surprise, she soon discovers that the map is incredibly valuable and exceedingly rare. In
fact, she may now have the only copy left in existence... because a mysterious collector has
been hunting down and destroying every last one—along with anyone who gets in the way. But
why? To answer that question, Nell embarks on a dangerous journey to reveal a dark family
secret and discovers the true power that lies in maps… (400 pgs)

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY BY BONNIE GARMUS

(PICKED BY SLS)

Chemist Elizabeth Zott is not your average woman. In fact, she would be the first to point out
that there is no such thing as an average woman. But it's the early 1960s and her all-male
team at Hastings Research Institute takes a very unscientific view of equality. Except for one:
Calvin Evans; the lonely, brilliant, Nobel-prize nominated grudge-holder who falls in love with--of
all things--her mind. True chemistry results. But like science, life is unpredictable. Which is why
a few years later Elizabeth Zott finds herself not only a single mother, but the reluctant star of
America's most beloved cooking show Supper at Six. Elizabeth's unusual approach to cooking
("combine one tablespoon acetic acid with a pinch of sodium chloride") proves revolutionary.
But as her following grows, not everyone is happy. Because as it turns out, Elizabeth Zott isn't
just teaching women to cook. She's daring them to change the status quo. (400 pgs)

THE LOST BOOK OF ELEANOR DARE BY KIMBERLY BROCK (PICKED BY MG & SLH)
What happened to the Lost Colony of Roanoke remains a mystery, but the women who
descended from Eleanor Dare have long known that the truth lies in what she left behind: a
message carved onto a large stone and the contents of her treasured commonplace book
which was passed down through the fifteen generations of daughters who followed as they
came of age. Alice had been next in line to receive it, but her mother’s tragic death fractured
the unbroken legacy and the Dare Stone and the shadowy history recorded in the book faded
into memory. In the waning days of World War II, Alice is a young widow and a mother herself
when she is unexpectedly presented with her birthright: the deed to Evertell, her abandoned
family home and the history she thought forgotten. Alice returns to Savannah with her own
thirteen-year-old daughter, Penn, in tow. But when Penn’s curiosity over the lineage she never
knew begins to unveil secrets from beneath every stone and Eleanor’s book is finally found,
Alice is forced to reckon with the sacrifices made for love and the realities of their true
inheritance as daughters of Eleanor Dare. (464 pgs)

THE PATRON SAINT OF SECOND CHANCES BY CHRISTINE SIMON (PICKED BY KT)
Vacuum repairman and self-appointed mayor of Prometto, Italy (population 212) Signor
Speranza has a problem: unless he can come up with 70,000 euros to fix the town’s pipes, the
water commission will shut off the water to the village and all its residents will be forced to
disperse. So in a bid to boost tourism—and revenue—he spreads a harmless rumor that movie
star Dante Rinaldi will be filming his next project nearby. Unfortunately, the plan works a little
too well, and soon everyone in town wants to be a part of the fictional film. To his surprise—and
consternation, Speranza realizes that the only way to keep up the ruse is to make the movie for
real. As the entire town becomes involved, Speranza starts to think he might be able to pull this
off. But what happens when Dante Rinaldi doesn’t show up? Or worse, what if he does? (304 pgs)
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TIDES BY SARA FREEMAN

(PICKED BY KT)

After a sudden, devastating loss, Mara flees her family and ends up adrift in a wealthy seaside
town with a dead cellphone and barely any money. Mired in her grief, Mara detaches from the
outside world and spends her days of self-imposed exile scrounging for food and swimming in
the night ocean. In her state of emotional extremis, the sea at the town's edge is rendered
bleak, luminous, implacable. As her money runs out and tourist season comes to a close, Mara
finds a job at the local wine store. There, she meets Simon, the shop's soft-spoken, lonely
owner. Confronted with the possibility of connection with Simon and the slow return of her
desires and appetites, the reasons for her flight begin to emerge. (256 pgs)

THE LIFEGUARDS BY AMANDA EYRE WARD

(PICKED BY SM)

Austin's Zilker Park neighborhood is a wonderland of greenbelt trails, live music, and moms who
drink a few too many margaritas. Whitney, Annette, and Liza have grown thick as thieves as they
have raised their children together for fifteen years, believing that they can shelter them from
an increasingly dangerous world. Their friendship is unbreakable -or so they think. One night, the
three women have been enjoying happy hour when their boys, lifeguards for the summer, come
back on bicycles from a late-night dip in their favorite swimming hole. The boys share a secret-news that will shatter the perfect world their mothers have so painstakingly created. Combining
three mothers' points of view in a powerful narrative tale with commentary from neighborhood
listservs, secret text messages, and police reports, The Lifeguards is both a story about the
secrets we tell to protect the ones we love and a riveting novel of suspense. (368 pgs)

LOST AND FOUND IN PARIS BY LIAN DOLAN

(PICKED BY SM)

Joan Blakely had an unconventional childhood: the daughter of a globe-trotting supermodel and
a world-famous artist. Her artist father died on 9/11, and Joan--an art historian by training--has
spent more than a decade maintaining his legacy. Life in the art world is beginning to wear on
her--and then one fateful afternoon her husband drops a bombshell: he's fathered twins with
another woman. Joan impulsively decides to get out of town, booking a last-minute trip to Paris
as an art courier. She chats up her seatmate, Nate, a tech nerd who invites her to dinner in
Paris. He doesn't know she's carrying drawings worth hundreds of thousands of dollars. After a
romantic dinner and night together, Joan wakes up next to her new lover to discover the
drawings gone. Even more shocking is what's been left in their place: a sketch from her father's
journals, which she thought had been lost when he died on 9/11, and a poem that reads like a
treasure hunt. With Nate as a sidekick, Joan will follow the clues all over Paris hoping to
recover the lost art, and her own sense of adventure. (320 pgs)

THE ORCHARD BY KRISTINA GORCHEVA NEWBERRY

(PICKED BY SM)

Coming of age in the USSR in the 1980s, best friends Anya and Milka try to envision a free and
joyful future for themselves. They spend their summers at Anya's dacha just outside of Moscow,
lazing in the apple orchard, listening to Queen songs, and fantasizing about the lives of
American teenagers. Anya's parents talk about World War II, the Blockade, and the hardships
they have endured. By the time Anya and Milka are fifteen, the Soviet Empire is on the verge of
collapse. They pair up with classmates Trifonov and Lopatin, and the four friends share secrets,
argue about history and politics, and discuss forbidden books. The fleeting time they have
together is cut short by a sudden tragedy. Years later, Anya returns to Russia from America,
where she has chosen a different kind of life. When she meets Lopatin again, he is a smug
businessman who wants to buy her parents' dacha and cut down the apple orchard. Haunted by
the ghosts of her youth, Anya comes to the stark realization that memory does not fade or
disappear; rather, it moves us across time, connecting our past to our future. (384 pgs)

BOOTH BY KAREN JOY FOWLER

(PICKED BY SLS)

In 1822, a family moves into a secret cabin some thirty miles northeast of Baltimore, to farm, to
hide, and to bear ten children over the course of the next sixteen years. Junius Booth-breadwinner, celebrated Shakespearean actor, and master of the house in more ways than one-is at once a mesmerizing talent and a man of terrifying instability. Year by year, the country
draws frighteningly closer to the boiling point of secession and civil war. As the tenor of the
world shifts, the Booths emerge from their hidden lives to cement their place as one of the
country's leading theatrical families. But behind the curtains of the many stages they have
graced, multiple scandals, family triumphs, and criminal disasters begin to take their toll, and
the solemn siblings of John Wilkes Booth are left to reckon with the truth behind the
destructively specious promise of an early prophecy. (480 pgs)
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THE NAZIS KNEW MY NAME BY MAGDA HELLINGER BLAU

(PICKED BY MG)

In March 1942, twenty-five-year-old kindergarten teacher Magda Hellinger and nearly a
thousand other young women were deported as some of the first Jews to be sent to the
Auschwitz concentration camp. The SS soon discovered that by putting prisoners in charge of
the day-to-day accommodation blocks, they could deflect attention away from themselves.
Magda was one such prisoner selected for leadership and put in charge of hundreds of women
in the notorious Experimental Block 10. She found herself constantly walking a dangerously
fine line: saving lives while avoiding suspicion by the SS and risking execution. Through her
inner strength and shrewd survival instincts, she was able to rise above the horror and cruelty
of the camps and build pivotal relationships with the women under her watch, and even some of
Auschwitz’s most notorious Nazi senior officers. (320 pgs)

IN LOVE BY AMY BLOOM

(PICKED BY SLS)

Amy Bloom began to notice changes in her husband, Brian: He retired early from a new job he
loved; he withdrew from close friendships; he talked mostly about the past. Suddenly, it seemed
there was a glass wall between them, and their long walks and talks stopped. Their world was
altered forever when an MRI confirmed what they could no longer ignore: Brian had Alzheimer's
disease. Forced to confront the truth of the diagnosis and its impact on the future he had
envisioned, Brian was determined to die on his feet, not live on his knees. Supporting each
other in their last journey together, Brian and Amy made the unimaginably difficult and painful
decision to go to Dignitas, an organization based in Switzerland that empowers a person to end
their own life with dignity and peace. (240 pgs)

BITTERSWEET BY SUSAN CAIN

(PICKED BY SM & SLS)

Bittersweetness is a tendency to states of longing, poignancy, and sorrow; an acute awareness
of passing time; and a curiously piercing joy when beholding beauty. It recognizes that light and
dark, birth and death—bitter and sweet—are forever paired. A song in a minor key, an elegiac
poem, or even a touching television commercial all can bring us to this sublime, even holy, state
of mind—and, ultimately, to greater kinship with our fellow humans. But bittersweetness is not,
as we tend to think, just a momentary feeling or event. It’s also a way of being, a storied
heritage. Our artistic and spiritual traditions—amplified by recent scientific and management
research—teach us its power. Cain shows how a bittersweet state of mind is the quiet force that
helps us transcend our personal and collective pain. If we don’t acknowledge our own sorrows
and longings, she says, we can end up inflicting them on others via abuse, domination, or
neglect. But if we realize that all humans know—or will know—loss and suffering, we can turn
toward each other. And we can learn to transform our own pain into creativity, transcendence,
and connection. (352 pgs)

IN PURSUIT OF JEFFERSON BY DEREK BAXTER

(PICKED BY SLH)

In 1784, Thomas Jefferson was a broken man. Reeling from the loss of his wife and humiliated
by a political scandal during the Revolutionary war, he needed to remake himself. To do that,
he traveled. Traipsing through Europe, Jefferson saw and learned as much as he could,
ultimately bringing his knowledge home to a young America. There, he would rise to power and
shape a nation. More than two hundred years later, Derek Baxter, a devotee of American
history, stumbles on an obscure travel guide written by Jefferson―Hints for Americans
Traveling Through Europe―as he's going through his own personal crisis. Who better to offer
advice than a founding father himself? Using Hints as his roadmap, Baxter embarks on a new
journey, following Jefferson through six countries and countless lessons. But what Baxter
learns isn't always what Jefferson had in mind, and as he comes to understand Jefferson
better, he doesn't always like what he finds. (400 pgs)
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EVERY GOOD BOY DOES FINE BY JEREMY DENK

(PICKED BY MG)

In Every Good Boy Does Fine, renowned pianist Jeremy Denk traces an implausible journey. His
life is already a little tough as a temperamental six-year-old piano prodigy in New Jersey, and
then a family meltdown forces a move to New Mexico. At sixteen he escapes to college in Ohio,
only to encounter a bewildering new cast of music teachers. He ultimately finds his way as a
world-touring pianist, a MacArthur "Genius," and a frequent performer at Carnegie Hall. Many
classical music memoirs focus on famous musicians and professional accomplishments, but
this book focuses on the everyday: neighborhood teacher, high school orchestra, local
conductor. There are few writers capable of so deeply illuminating the trials of artistic practice
and pressure from parents and teachers. But under all this struggle is a love letter to the act of
teaching. Denk dives deeply into the pieces and composers that have shaped him and offers
lessons on melody, harmony, and rhythm. Denk shares the most meaningful lessons of his life,
and tries to repay a debt to his teachers. He also reminds us that we must never stop asking
questions about music and its purposes: consolation , an armor against disillusionment, pure
pleasure, a diversion, a refuge, and a vehicle for empathy. (384 pgs)

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO COLOR BY JAMES FOX

(PICKED BY SLH)

In The World According to Color, James Fox takes seven primary colors—black, red, yellow, blue,
white, purple, and green—and uncovers behind each a root idea, based on visual resemblances
and common symbolism throughout history. The book then traces these meanings to show how
they morphed and multiplied and how they reveal a great deal about the societies that
produced them. Fox also examines the science of how our eyes and brains interpret light and
color, and shows how this is linked with the meanings we give to hue. Using his background as
an art historian, he explores many of the milestones in the history of art in a fresh way. Fox also
weaves in literature, philosophy, cinema, archaeology, and art. By creating a new history of
color, Fox reveals a new story about humans and our place in the universe: second only to
language, color is the greatest carrier of cultural meaning in our world. (320 pgs)

THE KING’S SHADOW BY EDMUND RICHARDSON

(PICKED BY SLH)

For centuries the city of Alexandria Beneath the Mountains was a meeting point of East and
West. Then it vanished. In 1833 it was discovered in Afghanistan by Charles Masson, deserter,
pilgrim, doctor, archaeologist, spy, one of the most respected scholars in Asia, and the greatest
of nineteenth-century travelers. He would take tea with kings, travel with holy men and become
the master of a hundred disguises; he would see things no westerner had glimpsed before and
few have glimpsed since. He would spy for the East India Company and be suspected of spying
for Russia at the same time. Masson discovered tens of thousands of pieces of Afghan history,
including the 2,000-year-old Bimaran golden casket, which has upon it the earliest known face
of the Buddha. He would be offered his own kingdom; he would change the world, and the world
would destroy him. (352 pgs)

THE BALD EAGLE BY JACK E DAVIS

(PICKED BY SLS)

For centuries, Americans have celebrated the eagle as “majestic” and “noble,” yet savaged the
living bird behind their national symbol as a malicious predator of livestock and, falsely, a
snatcher of babies. Jack E. Davis contrasts the age when native peoples lived beside it
peacefully with that when others, whether through hunting bounties or DDT pesticides, twice
pushed Haliaeetus leucocephalus to the brink of extinction. The Bald Eagle is a much-awaited
cultural and natural history that demonstrates how this bird’s wondrous journey may provide
inspiration today, as we grapple with environmental peril on a larger scale. (432 pgs)

ARRIVAL STORIES COLLECTED BY AMY SCHUMER & CHRISTY T. BURNS (PICKED BY SLS)
A wide range of women--actors, athletes, academics, CEOs, writers, small-business owners,
birth workers, physicians, and activists--share their experiences of becoming mothers in this
multifaceted, moving, and revealing collection. Intimate and urgent, Arrival Stories offers a
panoramic view of motherhood and highlights the grave injustices that women of color face in
maternal healthcare. (240 pgs)
Reviews excerpted from amazon.com and goodreads.com

